Comparative analysis of integument transcriptomes identifies genes that participate in marking pattern formation in three allelic mutants of silkworm, Bombyx mori.
The diversity markings and pigment patterns in insects are outcomes of adaptive evolution. The elucidation of the molecular mechanism underlying variations in pigment patterns may improve our understanding of the origin and evolution of these spectacular diverse phenotypes. Melanin, ommochrome, and pteridine are the three main types of insect pigments, and the genes that directly participate in pigment biosynthesis have been extensively studied. However, available information on gene interactions and the whole pigment regulatory network is limited. In this study, we performed integument transcriptome sequencing to analyze three larval marking allelic mutants, namely, multi lunar (L), LC, and LCa, which have similar twin-spot markings on the dorsal side of multiple segments. Further analysis identified 336 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between L and Dazao (wild type which exhibits normal markings), 68 DEGs between LC/+ and +LC/+LC, and 188 DEGs between LCa/+ and +LCa/+LCa. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis indicated a significant DEG enrichment of the functional terms catalytic activity, binding, metabolic process, and cellular process. Furthermore, three mutants share six common enriched KEGG pathways. We finally identified eight common DEGs among three pairwise comparisons, including Krueppel-like factor, TATA-binding protein, protein patched, UDP-glycosyltransferase, an unknown secreted protein, and three cuticular proteins. Microarray-based gene expression analysis revealed that the eight genes are upregulated during molting, which coincides with marking formation, and are significantly differentially expressed between marking and non-marking regions. The results suggest that the eight common genes are involved in the construction of the multiple twin-spot marking patterns in the three mutants.